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JACKY� REDGATE
LIGHT THROW (MIRRORS)

Jacky Redgate won Australia’s most prestigious photography prize in 2011, the 
$25,000 William and Winifred Bowness Photography Prize.  Her winning work, Light 
Throw (Mirrors) #4, was a large still life that was created by throwing light from silver, 
bronze and grey mirrors onto brightly coloured 1960s tupperware containers. Shaune 
Lakin, Director of the Monash Gallery of Art said Jacky’s winning work was ‘virtually 
flawless as a photograph’ and ‘challenges many of the expectations we have about 
what a photograph is.’  

Following on from her STRAIGHTCUT (2001-06) and Edgeway’s (2006-08) series, 
Light Throw (Mirrors) also utilises rebounding light from mirrors onto different 
substates, and renders objects in terms of line, shape, colour, texture and form into a 
vibrant aesthetic of Modernism.  Recyling plastic canisters and artefacts from these 
two prior series, Light Throw (Mirrors) catches the transient palpitations of light and 
shadows to make still life arrangements, composing the illusion of suspended objects 
into what Jacky describes as “a cosmology of objects”. 

Activating a vacant space from a reflective surface, Jacky has created layered 
circular and rectangular pools of effulgent hues with blurred contours. With no horizon 
or scale of reference, these objects become vessels of infinite geometric abstraction 
that restrain detail and dissolve solid entities into the atmosphere.  The interplay be-
tween perceptions and representation is deliberately and meticulously drawn out with 
three dimensional objects translated into two dimensional images.  

Works from this series have already been placed in the collection of Artbank (Sydney), 
Art Gallery of New South Wales (Sydney), Monash Gallery of Art (Melbourne) and the 
University of Wollongong, NSW.

Jacky has a 25-year exhibition history. In the last five years she has participated in 21st 
Century Modern: Adelaide Biennial of Australian Art 2006 (Art Gallery of South Austra-
lia), Clemenger Art Award (National Gallery of Victoria, Melbourne, 2006); Full Frontal 
– images from within the studio (Plimsoll Gallery, University of Tasmania, 
Hobart, 2008); Primary Views (The Monash University Museum of Art, Melbourne, 
2009), Photographer Unknown (Monash University Museum of Art, Melbourne, 2009); 
Mirror Mirror: Then and Now (The Institute of Modern Art, Brisbane, The University Art 
Gallery, Verge Gallery and Tin Sheds, The University of Sydney, Samstag Museum of 
Art, Adelaide, 2009–10) and Cubism and Australian Art, (Heidi Museum of Modern Art, 
Melbourne, 2009–10).

Jacky will be exhibiting later this year at the AGNSW:  Jacky Redgate: the logic of 
vision, curated by Judy Annear.


